Fraud
Fraud from CityLearning is a leading training solution for credit and financial institutions. This interactive
eLearning course covers the wide range of fraud that affects credit and financial institutions, as well
as their clients. The course also covers company and staff responsibilities, prevention measures and
customer protection.
Fraud offers a practical way of ensuring that your staff are trained and tested in recognising a range
of scams and techniques, and how they target individuals as well as organisations. All test results are
recorded for easy verification of compliance training.
CityLearning is a leading provider of compliance eLearning solutions in the UK and Ireland.

Who is it For?
Fraud is a tailored eLearning course for all levels of management and staff in UK financial
and credit insitutions.
This self-paced, flexible solution gives each learner the opportunity to take their training
at a time that suits them. It is one of the most efficient and cost-effective training solutions
available.

What Does the Course Cover?
Fraud consists of four modules, each covering a key aspect of fraud and ending with a short module
quiz comprising randomly generated questions. A course test, also randomised and based on specific
objectives of all three modules, completes the course.

What is Fraud?

n discusses the effects of fraud on customers’ welfare.
n distinguishes between authorised and unathorised fraud.
n outlines staff responsibilities with regard to fraud prevention.

Authorised and Unauthorised Fraud

n discusses social engineering, customers’ exposure to it, and how bank staff can mitigate risk.
n explains phishing and its sub-types as well as effective countermeasures.
n outlines authorised push payments, online purchasing fraud and what to do after fraud.

Other Unauthorised Fraud Risks

n discusses current methods of cheque and payment card fraud, as well as effective countermeasures.
n outlines mortgage fraud and other types of specialist fraud.
n details ‘mule’ fraud, identity theft and various malware threats and their countermeasures.
n discusses the risks associated with Wi-Fi hotspots and how to use them responsibly.

Roles, Responsibilities and Reporting

n understand your role and responsibility in combatting fraud and help customers to avoid key risks.
n be aware of the available fraud prevention measures and tools as well as their appropriate use.
n know how and to whom to report an actual or suspected instance of fraud.

Sample Case Studies - Case Studies Updated Annually
A gang of fraudsters were jailed for a combined total of
more than forty three years after using malware to divert
over £10 million into their accounts.

A man who used fake identification documents to
withdraw £152,000 from customers’ bank accounts was
jailed for three and a half years.

See for Yourself

Visit our website at www.citylearning.com or email us directly at info@citylearning.com to learn more.
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